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Why is Tawaf at Kaaba Performed in an Anticlockwise Direction? 

 
When we look at number 6 from one side it is 6 for sure, BUT when we look same 6 from other side it is number 9. For many of our 

issues we only look from one aspect while forgetting other aspects at all and don’t have any tolerance/courage to listen others. 
 
Most left-handed people prefer to draw circles clockwise and circulate in buildings clockwise, and most right-handed people prefer to 
draw circles anticlockwise and circulate in buildings anticlockwise. This is believed to result from dominant brain hemispheres, though 

some attribute it to muscle mechanics. 
 
Cyclones spins clockwise in the southern hemisphere and counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere. Kaaba is little north of 

hemisphere and its circuits is according to wind direction in northern hemisphere. 
 
Rotation can occur in two possible directions. A clockwise (typically abbreviated as CW) motion is one that proceeds in the same 
direction as a clock's hands: from the top to the right, then down and then to the left, and back up to the top. The opposite sense of 
rotation or revolution is (in Commonwealth English) anticlockwise (ACW), or (in North American English) counterclockwise (CCW). In a 
mathematical sense, a circle defined parametrically in a positive Cartesian plane by the equations x = cos t and y = sin t is traced 
anticlockwise as t increases in value. 
 
Sometimes the opposite (left-handed, anticlockwise, reverse) sense of threading is used for a special reason. A thread might need to 
be left-handed to prevent operational stresses from loosening it. For example, some older cars and trucks had right-handed lug nuts on 
the right wheels and left-handed ones on the left wheels, so that, as the vehicle moved forward, the lug nuts tended to tighten rather 
than loosen. For bicycle pedals, the one on the left must be reverse-threaded to prevent it unscrewing during use. Similarly, the flyer 
whorl of a spinning wheel uses a left-hand thread to keep it from loosening. A turnbuckle has right-handed threads on one end and left-
handed threads on the other. Some gas fittings are left-handed to prevent disastrous misconnections: oxygen fittings are right-handed, 
but acetylene, propane, and other flammable gases are unmistakably distinguished by left-handed fittings. 
 
Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clockwise 

 
We are wasting our energy in many unnecessary things instead of constructive working. Saving a life is the most important thing at all 
the time, which includes fixing Global Economy in the beginning of 21

st
 century. We must start writing/forwarding/discussing Global 

Articles to fix Global Economy which is hurting all humanity, instead of wasting our time to save humanity, since it is the building block 
and is like a foundation for our future and our children. 
 

 
 
REMEMBER: Just because you are right, does not mean I am wrong. You just haven't seen life from my side. 
To Establish True Deen-e-Ibrahim we need Good & Effective Team Planning. 
Non-Practicing Muslims are like ASS / Donkey carrying books, (Ref: Al_Quraan_062.005). 
None argue concerning the revelations (Ayaat) of Allah but those who disbelieve …, (Ref: Al_Quraan_040.004). 
Hypocrites Read the Quraan BUT Practices Something Else. 
There will be NO CHANGES WITHOUT ACTIONS, (Ref: Al_Quraan_013.011). 

 
Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors 
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